Submit News

Club Lists Due

Sun Jose State students or
faculty members wishing to submit news stories to Om Spartan
!tufty may do so by calling Ex 0.11.1011% 2110 or ,2113, Monday
through Friday between the
hours of 1:30 and 4:30 p.m. Staff
available only
members uill
at that time.

All campus organizations must
turn In a list of officers to tbe
Student Activities Office, Adm242, by Friday, 0:1. 14, in order
to retain eampus recognition,
according to Miss Janet Ibinglas, Associate Dean of Students.
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ASB Judiciary Holds
Term’s First Meeting
The "Associated Student Body
Judiciary," formerly the Student
Court under the old ASB constitution, held its first meeting yesterday at 2:30 p.m. in the College
Union.
Among those attending what
was termed an "organization and
business" meeting were six justices, ASB President Pat McClenahan, Dean Robert Martin, Dean
Stanley Benz, Dean Janet Douglas,
and past ASH President Rich Hill.
The purpose of yesterday’s
meeting, Chief Justice Bill Hauck
cc c’. to :Wow I he deans and

students who helped draft the new
constitution discuss the "intent"
of the constitution "as far as the
Judiciary is concerned" with the
justices.
A LOT OF WORK
The Judiciary "has a lot of organizational work to do," Hauck
said, "and will devote much of Its
time this year to "arranging procedures under which the court can
operate."
"This is the Judiciary’s first semester under the new ASS constitution," he said. Most of the "old
court’s" duties are not’: handled

Oct. 14 Is Deadline Date
To File Class Withdrawals
All official class drops must be
completed by 5 p.m. Oct. 14, according to SJS Registrar John C.
Montgomery.
Changes of program cards will
be accepted after this date only
upon specific recommendation of
the dean or respective departmental head, and payment of $1
for late change of program, he
said A student who drops a course
unofficially will be assigned a failing mark.
Students dropping a course before Sept. 30 must turn the class
card back to the instructor concerned, secure the instructor’s signature, and line out the course on
all study list cards.
After Sept. 30, or if registration
cards have been turned in, students must obtain a change of program card in the registrar’s office.
’rick card must be signed by the
instructor and the student’s advisor.
«tNtl’I.FTE WITHDRAWAL
a complete with t rout college should be
made in person to the student personnel office Adm201. The student
%II be told where to arrange for

Space Engineer
Speaks Tomorrow
To Campus Clubs
James T. Nawrocki, project engineer for Philco’s Western Development Laboratory will speak on
the Courier Satellite tomorrow at
p.m. in room S142 at a joint
meeting of American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and the Institute of Radio Engineers.
Nawrocki is in charge of final
checkout for the Courier Satellite
program and is also project engineer for solar power conversion
and intravehicular design.
He received his B.S. degree in
electrical engineering from the
University of Minnesota, and was
graduated from the Naval Postgraduate school in communications. Included in his work have
been Naval projects involving the
design and field installation of
major Naval communication systems.
Nawrocki is a registered professional electrical engineer in California. a senior member of the
IHE, and a member of the Armed
Forces Communications and Electronics associations.

Polio, Flu Shots
Available Oct. 7
.c.c., Friday starting Oct-

7.
from 1 until 4 p.m., full-time reg..
mem! SJS students and faculty
Will be able to receive free smallpox, tetanus, typhoid and diptheria
shots in III1103, according to Mrs.
Helen Smith, supervising nurse.
A fee of 50 cents will be charged
to limited students and faculty
employees for polio and influenza
shots. The fee is payable in room
TH16.
Mrs. Smith said students under
21 must have parent’s signature
approving the immunization,
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an official withdrawal. Applications may also be made by mail
either by the student or by his
representative, Mr. Montgomery
said.
Students who withdraw officially during the first three weeks
of instruction will receive no
grades and will be entitled to readmission without conditio n.
Thereafter, until the beginning of
the final one-fourth of the semester, students who withdraw
officially from the college are given grades of "W" in all courses in
which they have been doing satisfactory work.
LENIENCY CONSIDERED
"Incompletes" or leaves of absence may be given to students
who, for reasons beyond their control, find it necessary to withdraw
during the final one-fourth of the
semester.
A portion of the materials and
services fee will be refunded upon
withdrawal from college provided
that an application is filed with
the college cashier, Adm263 not
later than Oct. 10, SJS Accounting
Officer Glen E. Guttormsen reported.
Student body fees totaling $7.50
will be refunded until Sept. 30. Refund amounts will diminish during
the following two weeks. No refunds will be granted after Oct. 14.
NON-RESIDENTIAL REFUND
Upon a withdrawal from college,
non-resident fee refunds will range
from 100% before or during the
first week of the semester to 20’
during the sixth week of the semester. Application foe such refund must be filed with the college
cashier.

Independents Will
Discuss Activities
Monday Night
The first meeting of the Associated Independent Students will
be held Monday, 7 p.m. in S142, to
begin important organizational
work, according to Barney Goldstein, president...He urges all independent students to attend this
meeting.
Committees will be organized.
homecoming plans will be discussed. including a float and choice
of a candidate for Homecoming
Queen.
Future activities such as dances,
community projects and inter-mural
sports will be explained. One
scholarship to be awarded this
year and cooperatiqn with student
government will also be discussed.
Social, communications, and
public relations committees will be
formed at this meeting. Committee
chairmen and a historian will be
elected.
A membership card, which will
entitle the member to reduced
rates on AIS sponsored activities,
may be purchased at the meeting.
Officers of the organization are:
president, Barney Goldstein; male
v.p. Mary Patterson; female v.p.
Carol New; secretary, Judy Bender and treasurer, David Friedman,

by the Student Activities Board
under a ticket-violation system.
Last year a majority of court cases
were poster violations, which the
SAB will handle from now on, he
said.
The "new court," officially
named the ASB Judiciary, will
handle cases such as hazing violations, student violations of local
ordinances, and "major ASB regulations, such as drinking on campus," according to ASB President
Pat McClenahan. It has both original and appelate jurisdiction, he
said, handling cases referred to it
by both ASB Attorney General
Dan Plumley and Dean Benz.
SOME CASES CLOSED
Some cases, where publicity’
might harm someone’s reputation,
will remain closed, according to
Hauck.
The Judiciary is composed of
seven justices, two of which are
faculty members and five of which
are students. "The faculty members will be regular justices,"
Hauck stressed, "no advisers. They
will have one vote apiece."
With one vaeancy due to a resignation, the court is currently composed of Dr. George A. McCallum,
head of the biological science department; Dr. Warren P. Fraleigh.
associate professor of physical education; Bob Wright, Barbara Longinotti, Frances Azimi, and Bill
Hauck.
The court will meet every Tuesday at 2:30 p.m., Hauck announced, and, unless there is a case
before it, will devote its time to
organizat tonal work

Entrance
Tests End
October 8
The final entrance testing date
for all freshmen and transfer students with temporary registration
permits will be Saturday, October 8.
Of the expected 800 students
scheduled to take the tests, about
370 freshmen will be in the morning session and will be required to
pay a $3 fee prior to taking the
tests. The fee must be paid at the
Cashier’s Office, Adm 263, and the
receipt will be the student’s ticket
for admission to the testing session. Fees are not required of students in the afternoon session.
Students with temporary registration permits who fail to take
the tests may expect to have their
registrations cancelled.

Industrial Arts Club
To Hold Open Meeting,
The Industrial Arts club will
hold its first meeting tomorrow at
11:30 a.m., in IA room 147.
All members and prospective
members should bring their lunch
to the meeting. Refreshments.will
be served.
The club is open to all industrial
art students.

Mosher New
SJS Alumni
President
Ed Mosher, local clothing store
owner and 1952 graduate of SJS,
was elected national president of
the SJS Alumni association for
1960-61 in balloting this summer.
Other officers elected were: Bill
Eckert ’54, an airline engineer,
vice president; Cecil George ’34,
co-owner of a local real estate
firm, secretary-treasurer; and Paul
Mulcahy ’49, an executive with a
packing company.
Elected to the alumni board of
directors were Seymour Abrahams

ED MOSHER
. . . new alumni head

College Officials Remain Firm
On Dixon Admission Decision
College officials remained firm
yesterday in their denial of admission this fall to St. John Dixon,
22 -year-old Negro student who
was expelled from Alabama State
College last spring during the sitin demonstrations.
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Roy E. Simpson was
reported to have made the final
decision Friday when he said the
student had failed to apply for admission in time.
President John T. Wahlquist

ASB Sets Deadline
For 48 Positions
Forty -right positions in 21 areas
of ASB government are open for
application until Oct. 7. ASB President Pat McClenahan announced.
Office seekers may sign up Oct.
3-7 for interviews which will be
held Oct. 10,14.
ASB positions that are available
are as follows:
Executive Council: Corresponding Secretary; Personnel Officer;
Manager; Awards Board: Awards
Student Council: Senior Representative; ASH Judiciary: Student Justice; Student Activities Board; Student Government Bulletin Board
Board Secretary; Three Student
Members at Large; Spartan Shops
Board Inc.: Five Student Representatives; College Life Committee: Four Student Representatives:
Student Union Planning Committee: Six Student Representatives,
Community Service Committee:
Chairmen; Fairness Committee:
Five Student Representatives; Radio -Television Committee: One
Student Representative; Publicat at: Committee: One Student

’5,3, Gerard Kettmann ’52, Forrest
Baird ’32 and Al Corral ’58.
Returning board members are
Don Straub ’54. E. F. DeVilbiss ’51,
Jan Pisano ’47 and Dr. A. G. Applegarth ’35.
Elected to represent the Golden
Grads, alumni of 50 or more years.
is Alex Sherriffs ’02.
The alumni held their fir meeting recently in their new ot
fice in building K, according to lief
Roed, executive director of the
Alumni association. Next meeting
of the association is Oct. 11.
Last year the alumni office
helped prepare mailing lists for
nine college departments and
Tryouts tor a staged reading of
helped prepare alumni newsletters
Irving Stone’s "Love is Eternal"
that were sent to graduates.
will be held today from 12:30 to
1:20 and tomorrow from 3:30 to
5:30 p.m. in the Studio theater,
Mrs. Noreen LaBarge Mitchell, assistant professor of speech, announced yesterday.
Students cast in the reading will
Rooters’ tickets for the San Jose
State -Stanford game are now automatically be enrolled in a one
available in ,the student affairs semester two-unit oral interpretaoffice, TH16, according to athletic tion activity course which will
meet from 12:30 to 1:20 Monday,
director, Walt McPherson.
Student body card holders who Wednesday and Friday. The course
have paid their registration fees is open to the student body.
The adaptation and script of Mr.
are eligible to obtain the tickets
Stone’s novel about the life of
at a minimum cost of $1.
Stanford students as well as Abraham Lincoln and his wife
Spartan rooters will be able to ob- Mary Todd is by Mrs. Mitchell.
tain the reserved seat tickets who will direct the reading.
Approximately 20 students will
through Friday. Oct. 7, after which
time the unused tickets will be be cast in the reading to be staged
returned to Stanford for public Dec. 13 and 14 in the Studio theater. One dollar admission will be
sale.
The Spartan -Indian clash is charged.
Students unable to attend the
slated for Saturday, Oct. 15, in
Stanford Stadium. Game time is tryouts should contact Mrs. Mitchell in SW108.
1:30 p.m.

Tryouts for Play
’Love Is Eternal’
To Be Held Today

Rooters’ Tickets
On Sale in TH16

Lecture Cornmittee Starts Annual
Program With UN Speaker
A San Jose State graduate student, Stanley D. Stevens, is the
first lecturer scheduled to appear
on campus as part of the lecture
committee’s annual program, Dr.
Frank G. Willey, committee chairman announced yesterday.
A recent graduate of the college, now engaged in advanced
studies in political science, Stevens
will speak on United Nations day,
Oct. 24; in Morris Dailey auditorium.
He will discuss his observations
of the U.N. in a talk, "The U.N.
’Twist Hope and Disaster." Ste-

vens spent the 1959-60 year working for the world organization.
It is the first time a student has
been part of the lecture program.
Dr. Willey listed five other
speakers lined up to date. They include:
Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president SJS (Nov. 22); Dr. Erik Von
Kuhnelt - Leddihn, a well - known
European lecturer from Switzerland (Nov. 29); Dr. Dudley T.
Moorehead, dean of humanities
(Dec. 8); Dr. Arthur Roth. M.D.,
a teen-age expert from the Kaiser
foundation (Dec. 15); and John

said earlier he would abide by any house restaurant. Dixon was exdecision the state college officials pelled from Alabama State College
shortly after.
CORE, described as a national
i"45 i.-.TIGATION UNDERWAY
At
General Stanley Mosk’s organization fighting racial disoffice,. meanwhile, is investigating crimination. financed Dixon’s trip
a report that an agreement has to California. The group offered
been made among state college to help finance the further educapresidents not to admit students tion of one of the nine students exexpelled from Southern colleges pelled during the sit-in demonstration.
because of sit-in activities.
OFFERS ASSISTANCE
Dixon and eight other students
Dixon said he first heard of the
took part in a sit-in demonstration
at the Montgomery, Ala., Court- offer through a Baptist minister
in Montgomery on Sept. 16. Assistant Professor Bud R. Hutchinson had sent a letter offering assistance to one of the nine students.
Exceptions sometimes are made
in special cases, a college official
said, but these are because of techRepresentative; Lecture Commit- nicalities in which the student is
tee: Two Student Representatives; not to blame. Dixon was not
College Community Relations placed in this category.
Committee: Two Student RepreDixon, a junior business major,
sentatives; Founders Day Commit- told the Spartan Daily Friday that
tee: Two Student Representatives; if he is unable to enter this fall
Improvement of Instruction Com- because of the deadline technicalmittee: Two Student Representa- ity, he would try to enter SJS in
tives; Selah Pereira: One Student the spring semester.
Representative; Parking Committee: One Student Representative;
Clarification of positions taken
Rally Committee: Chairman; Rev- by the professors involved in the
elries Board: One Student Repre- Dixon ease and the administrasentative; Public Relations: Five tion appear on page three In the
Student Members at Large.
open letters.Ed.

Mason Brown, nationally known
speaker (April 171.
Dr. Willey said a lack of funds
Inhibits acquisition of many widely-known persons whose charge,
according to Dr. Willey, is often
in excess of $1000.
Among famous speakers at SJS
last year were Norman Cousins,
editor Saturday Review; Adm. Arleigh A. Burke, naval chief of
staff; Alec (Island in the Sun)
Waugh, British novelist; Alexander Kerensky, Russian premier in
1917 now at Stanford; and Glenn
M. Anderson, California’s lieutenant governor.

OK’d Housing
Deadline Near
All unmarried students under
21 are expected to be living in approved housing by Friday. Dr
Stanley C. Benz, dean of student announced that a letter notin
breach of college rulings will
placed in the permanent record
any student who fails to cony, .
with the requirement.
Approved housing facilities are
still available for approximately
100 men and 40 women students,
’ and may be obtained by contacting
the housing office, Adm266.
It was also announced that it
is the responsibility of each student to notify the housing office
of any change of address so that
the office may correct the student’s file

Discussion Series
On Business Set
For October 5

The first in a series of eight discussions on business practices will
begin Oct. 5 in the SJS Art building as Dr. John Aberle, head of the
marketing department, opens the
Advanced Management seminar.
Speaking to Santa Clara Valley
owners and managers of business.
Dr. Aberle will discuss management principles and practices,
planning work loads and the allocation of executive time.
The seminar series is conducted
by the Division of Business under
the direction of the Extension Division at SJS. Registration closed
Sept. 21. The seminar will meet
on eight successive Wednesdays in
A133 beginning tonight.
Speakers at the seminar will
elude Dr. Pete Zidnak, assistant
the dean of the Business division.
Dr. Edward P. Shaw, head of the
industrial relations department;
Dr. Carlton Pederson, assistant
dean, Graduate School of Business
Administration. Stanford university; Howard Topping, an assistant
vice president of the Bank of
America; Bernard L. Weddell, assistant professor of business at
SJS; Dr. Leslie Derbyshire. associate professor of business; Robert
R. Gms, vice president for public
relations. Pacific Gas & Electric
Co.; and Richard L. Moore, assistant professor of business and
coordinator of the seminar.
The seminar ends IsItn.. 23.

The college received Dixon’s college transcript Friday and placed
it on file with the several hundred
other late applicants, a college official said.

Council Sets
Government
Positions
Skip Fisk. AS Vice President,
announced yesterday that anyone
interested in working in student
government may attend first meeting of the Student Council to be
held today at 2:30 p.m. in the student Union on 9th St.
Fisk said that approximately
200 people are needed to fill vacancies on Student Council. Student Court. and many of the various committees that make up student government.
Some of the major issues scheduled to come before the council
today include:
1. Formulation of a budget for
1960-61.
2. Discussion on the removal of
discrimination clauses from the
membership requirements of various campus organizations.
3. Continuation of the revision
of the old ASB by-laws.
4. Establishment of a more extensive communication system between the council and the students.
Fisk pointed 011T that under the
new constitution voted in last semester. student government will
play a much more extensive role
in the formulation of policies affecting the students on this campus. He added that it was therefore necessary for each and every
student to be informed about, and
if possible, take an active part in
student government.

Two To Address
YRs Tomorrow
The Young Republicans club will
hold a welcome meeting for all
students tomorrow at 7 p.m. in
S112.
The meeting will feature a talk
by the ASB executive secretary,
Brent Davis, on responsibility in
government. A second talk will be
given by Don Yule, chairman of
county Republican headquarters.
The orientation meeting will
serve to describe the work of the
Young Republicans club and its
educational program.
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’The Cult of Shakespeare’ Freshmen To Hold Instruction Committee Learns
Pre-Election
Set for First Book Talk Meeting
Tuesday Gripes, Suggestions of Students

Editorial

Daily Board Forming

A res.iew of -The Cult of
Shakespeare," by F. E. Halliday,
given by Dr. James 0. Wood of
the English department, is scheduled as the first of the fall, 1960,
series of book talks, Dr. E. Bogosian, chairman of the book
talks committee, announced
Monday.
Beginning Wednesday, Oct. 12,
the talks will be held each
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in
rooms A and B of the Spartan
cafeteria, with the exception of
the Nov. 16 book talk, which will
be held in TH53.
Dr. Robert C. Gordon, English
department, will be the moderator of this semester’s talks,
Dr. Bogosian said.
FACULTY REVIEWERS
Books to be reviewed and faculty reviewers are Dr. Wood reviewing "The Cult of Shakespeare," by F. E. Halliday, Oct.
12; Glenn Morgan, political sdience department, reviewing
"We," by Eugene Zamiatin.

At the end of last semester, two names were sent on a recommendation to the Student Council for this position of editor.
I was nameil to the post.
One of the primary factors in my appointment was a platform I submitted which outlined my plans for the following year
if I were given the position.
One of the major points in the platform was the establishment of an editorial board. This board will meet each day to
consider stands the Spartan Daily will take on campus. national
and international issues.
Some of the advantages of this hoard will he:
First, the opinions expressed in the Daily editorial will be
not of one man or a few, but that of a group which fairly represents the paper.
Second, criticism of policies of student government, the administration, various groups, etc., would be considered by several
minds, thereby eliminating any prejudices a single person might
have.
It is inevitable that we won’t be able to please everybody.
We can only take what we get and make the best of it. If any
groups or individuals feel that the Daily is not giving them a fair
:hake. I will make myself available for an appointment to discuss the case.
Remember, the Spartan Daily is a laboratory class for journalism majors. We do not profess to be perfect and we are
bound to make mistakes.
....The Editor.

Thrust and Parry

APARTMENT
SEEKERS

EQUITABLE RENT
SOUND -PROOFED
APARTMENTS
AMPLE STORAGE
HEATED POOL
BBQ FACILITIES
Let Us Help You Locate

GAG LIARDI
BROTHERS
351 Park Ave.

CY4-5546

NO FEE FOR OUR SERVICES
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ing hopefully, and at the same
likely
time hopelessly, for
space, it was a further irritant
to see how at least a third more
parking spaces could be available if the white lines were
either eradicated entirely or
adapted to the dimensions of the
modern car. In fact, one begins
to wonder why there are not
many more visible remains of
the horse and buggy era.
Naturally, in removing white
lines, there would still be lines,
white or whatever color, for
loading zones and VIPs. And, of
course, the goats and sheep
must be kept separate, too.
A citY official, connected with
such regulations, cautiously admitted that such a change might
indeed be made but that such a
change must represent the majority of the people and not just
a few crackpots and individualSpartan Oriocci club will stage
ists owning small, and quite pos- a welcome social for prospective
sibly, foreign cars.
members Friday from 8 to 12
As I have solved the question p.m. in WG23, according to Pres.
personally in what may be an Geraldine Taketa, The Oriocci
unorthodox fashion (but legal), club is an organization open to
the matter is no longer a burn- all students, especially those of
ing issue. However. I do feel Chinese or Nisei background. At
for my fellow men and women this meeting, the club plans to
on the campus suffering from discuss the semester agenda and
the indignities of the present to elect new officers. The sponsituation and I do suggest that sors are Dr. Harris I. Martin, asthey protest in numbers and in sistant professor of history, and
a democratic fashion so that Dr. Horst M. De La Croix, assistwe all may profit from the in- ant professor of art.
evitable results of a reasonable
majority voice on a resonable
project.
3. Arnold
A.S.B. A7180

Student Cites Archaic
S.J. Traffic System

Are you looking for.s.

On such a in mm
campus, so busily and noisily becoming more modern every minute of the day, devising better
ways to serve the students and
teachers with innovations and
renovations of its teaching facilities, what an anachronism the
archaic parking system is (initiated circa 1935-40).’
Cars in the interim have
grown larger and smaller than
the present white-line boundaries
indicate, and yet these lines still
remain legally inviolate. We suggest that a third (to be conservative) of the students and
teachers deny using the parking
facilities, drive small cars in a
vain effort to mitigate the unnecessary external traffic exasperations we are exposed to
daily.
In a recent study of this vexing problem, made in 12 weeks,
four parking tickets and roughly 60 hours of distracted driving around and around search-

you

$16.95

By PETE KUEHL
How do students officially
complain about professors’
teaching methods and about the
curriculum in general?
Quite easily: they become
highly regarded within their department, get nearly all A’s
and learn to speak with articulation. precision and brevity.
Then, perhaps, someone recommends them for the committee of improvement of instruction.
And they’re in!
The committee, chaired by
Dr. Harold P. Miller, head of
the SJS English department, is
composed of a cross-section of
department representatives and
a couple of students. They meet
regularly throughout the year
and suggest ways of bettering
classroom procedure, grading
and the like.
In its first full year, the committee met about six times last
year and held three public meetings where additional faculty
members and students were invited to join. About 30 teachers
and 30 students participated.
"I’ve never seen a higher

Freshmen will get their first
taste of togetherness Tuesday as
their government moves toward
readiness for the frosh elections,
due in a few weeks.
The newcomers will traditionally start from scratch, with protem officers to be appointed from
volunteers who attend a first class
meeting, scheduled for Tuesday.
These officers will run the political machinery, according to
class adviser Dr. James Aten, until
they are displaced by the elected
officers, or are elected themselves.
Dr. Aten will make the appointments.
"Some necessary appointments
to committees will be made," Dr.
Aten said, "because we expect to
have many frosh activities before
the election. It is possible that
these appointments may be permanent."
Procedure for filing and petitioning for offices will be outlined at
the Tuesday session, to be held in
TH55. A program of social activities for the semester will also be
open to discussion, along with the
governmental session.
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quality of students," Dr. Miller
remarked.
In their most recent public
meeting in the spring, these
suggestions in time they will
be formulated into more complete and specific pointswere
made:
Instruction: less apathy, more
enthusiasm by some instructors.
Organization: green sheets,
adherence to schedules.
Exams: more essays, more
tests. tests which will be Instructive and not only probing.
Assignments: better relationship between course units and
work required.
Grading: more uniformity intradepartmentally. .
Writing: early and thorough
attention to linguistic difficulties.
Audio-visual aids: better use
and more of them.
"The idea of having a committee as this is not new," Dr.
Miller said.
He explained how until 195960 his committee was saddled
with extra unrelated jobs. "Now
we have time to really study the
matter," he added.

WE STILL HAVE
PLENTY OF USED BOOKS

Orioccis To Elect
Officers Friday

NS

evan-picone
tailors
flannel
proportioned
to

Oct. 19.
Dr. William F. Stanton, ceono m ics, reviewing "Political
Man," by S. M. Lipset, Oct. 26;
Dr. Frank G. Willey, coordinator of extension services, reviewing,"The American Presidency,"
by Clinton Rossiter, Nov. 2.
Dr. James J. Clark, English,
reviewing "The Iceman Cometh,"
by Eugene O’Neil, Nov. 9; Dr.
Edward H. Madden, "A Philosophical Scrutiny of ,Religion,"
by Curt J. Ducasse, Nov. 16 (to
be held in TH53).
LIFE AFTER DEATH
Dr. Frederick C. Dommeyer,
head of philosophy department,
reviewing "A Critical Examination of the Belief in a Life After
Death," by Curt J. Ducasse, Nov.
23; Dr. Louis J. Peterson, health
and hygiene, reviewing the Mirage of Health," by Rene Dubos,
Dec. 7.
Dr. Jeanne B. Lawson, English, reviewing "The Affair," by
Charles P. Snow, Dec. 14; Prof.
William H. Poytress, economics,
reviewing "Strategy in a Missile
Age," by Bernard Brodie, Jan. 4.
Mrs. Marion K. Richards,
English, reviewing "The Legacy," by Sibyl Bedford, Jan. 11;
Dr. David Kulstein, history, reviewing "Memoirs," by Charles
de Gaulle, Jan. 18; and Dr. Leslie Derbyshire, business, reviewing "The Future of Public Education," by Myron Lieberman,
Jan. 25.
The idea of the talks, now beginning their fourth year, is to
present material to students
that othervvsie would not be
available, giving them a broader
scope of education, Dr. Bogosian
said. Faculty reviewers choose
a book they are interested in for
the talks, they are not assigned,
Dr. Bogosian pointed out.
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Open Letters Clarify Opposing Arguments in SJS Sit-in Admission
Professors. Present Viewpoint
(Editor’s Note: Following is a copy
of the letter addressed to William
Col:drink a member of the newly
formed State College Board of
Trustees.)
Sept. 20, 1960
Mr. William Coblentz, Esq.
33 Montgomery St.
San Francisco, Calif.
Dear Mr. Coblentz:
Mr. Charles A. O’Brien, chief
assistant attorney general, has requested that we write to you since
he thought the facts related below
would be of direct concern to you
as a trustee of the state colleges.
Recently the San Jose chapter of
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) with the cooperation of some
members of the San Jose State
College faculty made arrangements with Reverend Abernathy
of Montgomery, Ala., to bring a
Negro student from Alabama to
San Jose State College. The reason for this action was simply to
provide the opportunity for a college education to a student who
had been denied this as a result
of his participation in a civil rights
demonstration. This group raised

money
fur
transportation and
made arrangements for his room
and board in San Jose while attending college. Mr. St. John Dixon was the student chosen and he
arrived by air on Sunday, Sept. 18.
On the previous Thursday, two
faculty members, Bud R. Hutchinson and William F. Stanton, requested Vice President (William
J. Dusel to waive the regulation
prohibiting late admissions. Vice
President Dusel was most helpful
and cooperative and assured the
faculty members that this would
be done, provided Mr: Dixon had
the necessary scholastic qualifications. They were assured that Mr.
Dixon would be most welcome on
the San Jose campus.
On Monday, Sept. 19, Professor
Hutchinson visited the Admissions
Office to be certain that the admissions process would be expedited in accordance with the vice
president’s assurance. Since Mr.
Dixon’s college transcript had not
arrived at that time, Dr. Hutchinson was told to inquire the next
day.
As
instructed,
Professor
Hutchinson did inquire the following day. He was told that the matter was now in the hands of Dean
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Yours very truly,
Mervyn L. Cadwallader.
Asst. Prof. of Sociology
George C. Hoyt
Asst. Prof of Business
Buil R. Hutchinson
Asst. Prof. of Business
William F. Stanton
Aisoc. Prof. of Economics
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(Ralph) Cummings, head of the
Admissions Office.
Dr. Hutchinson was then told by
Dean Cummings that Mr. Dixon’s
application was to be denied because of the lateness of the date.
When Professor Hutchinson informed Dr. Cummings that Vice
President Dusel had ordered an exceptidn to be made in this case, he
was told that (he Negro student
could not be admitted since he
had not procured an honorable discharge from Alabama State College. (All parties concerned were
aware of the fact that Mr. Dixon
was expelled from Alabama State
College for participating in a sitin demonstration in Montgomery.,
When Professor Hutchinson asked
for clarification he was told that
earlier that afternoon President
(John T.) Wahlquist, Vice President Dusel, Dean (Stanley C,1
Benz, and Dr. Cummings had decided that Mr. Dixon was not- to
he permitted to enroll at San Jose
State College.
Professor Hutchinson then asked
to speak to Vice President Dusel
who, after an extended conversation, informed him that he t Dusel
had learned in that afternoon’s
meeting from President Wahlquist
that the State College presidents
have an agreement that none of
the state colleges are to accept
any Negro students expelled from
Southern colleges in connection
with sit-in demonstrations. Dr.
Hutchinson then asked if at any
future time the Negro student, Mr.
Dixon, could he admitted under
the state college presidents’ agreement. He was told that this was
impossible so long as the college
presidents’ agreement remained in
force.
To the best of our knowledge,
this is a fair and accurate summary of the events which took
place. It is not our intention that
this become controversial. In fact.
Oe had viewed this as a routine
matter about which the citizens
of a great democracy would heartily concur.

(Editor’s Note: Although the ad- I
hsa concretely stated that I
Mr. Dixon will not be considered for
enrollment until the Spring semester,
the four professors have here presented an explanation of +heir attempts
and purpose to have him attend SJS.
The four professors have stated that I
they "have provided the Attorney
General (Stanley Mask) with the information he has requested." and that
"any further action or statements will
come from his (Moth’s) office and
not us.")
ministration
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Donald Stelling, Chairmen
Waifley for Assembly Committee
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A meeting for freshman drama
majors and freshman non -drama
majors interested in acting or
backstage work will he held tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Studio
Theater.

Vice President Gives Administrati’on’s Stand
Issues in the controversy os
the admission of St. John Dixon
to San Jose State College have
been greatly distorted. Distinguishing the facts Qom second hand
accounts and from infeiences is
specially difficult for those who
have become unduly excited or
who have acted impulsiely.
To support in some respects.
and to protest vigorously in others
the letter which four members of
our faculty have made ()obit,
offer the following information
1. On Sept.
15. Plots
I.
Hutchinson and William Sta.
approached me. requesting 111
authorize thf acceptance of a dent who had been expelled I
a southern college for Part hi psi
in a civil rights demonstration.
was told by them that the sitideol
himself lout not applied for iris’s :5
sion to San Jose State Collevi
and that his transcripts hail Jul
arrived.
I tried to make quite clear that
I had no authority to make such
a commitment as they requested,
nor should they expect a commitment until the college had langil,1,
evidence front which 1,, ret.,1,
judgment. Believing that the
dent and his transcript sk ii i
peeled to arrive the folliw. .
I invited the two focally
to bring the student and his
ords to the college which theN not do). I assured them i hot
case would recei V(’ -spc.,
sideration" because iii ht
stances involved. By this
I intended to mean that till psc-Ibilities for granting their refine,’
would be explored immediately bv
the college officials who consi,l,
admissions. Appatently the is’,
teachers, in their enthusiasm, interpreted my assurance of sis,c;,,!
consideration as a green light 1.11’
Mr. Dixon’s admission.
2. I did not "order an exception to be made in this case." I
have no authority to take such
action nor did I ever pretend is
such authority.
3. The case did receivi speci,,I
consideration on Sept. 19. Th,,
President and his staff consider,,,I
every scrap of information asiolable to them, which was !OIL
considering that the student’s application and transcript had
been received, and the young
had not appeared personally.
4. The decision was made by the
appropriate administrative out hot -Pies that the special circum:tance,
involved in Mr. Dixon’s rase dr’
not justify preferential treatna,ni
for him, inasmuch as hundred. ,J
other late applications of
qualified St udent s had alre,,,It.
been denied.
5. All obstacles to his talmissi,,n
and possible inadequacies in Ilv
transcript of N’Ir. Dixon were iii,
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st. Guest speaker ii II hn lit n,
I ..XT J,
Payne. ri.ipresen t
political organivit ton at the I’m
versity of California, St. Job!,
Dixon. the Negro student
admission to San Jose State in
a recent controversy. will he
added guest.
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pi :se ten s ciroccroing the resporility of the California state colleges to students expelled from
other institutions. The letter by
the four faculty members misquotas me in this point. I dill riot
either say Or imply that any such
consideration was a basis for it
’,teal decision to deny Mr Dixon’,

Open your own

SAN JOSE STATE
SPARTANS

. Spartunized-each check carries the San Jot,
State Spartans’ entblem
Inexpensive--only 121/,r a check in books 0120
Perronalized-your name free on every check
No minimum balance,. No sere ice charge. Only
a black and a half west of the Campus.

I wish to re-emphasize that college admission policies and practices were not and are not intlucnved in any way by racial
rollS011.ra I illc itr an applicant’s
part icipat Ion
in
civil
rights
act ivit
WILLIAM J. DUS EL
sei,t 27 1960
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checking
account!

THE BANK OF
CALIFORNIA
hAllUNAL APPOLIATION

Second and San Carlos Streets
"A good bank to start with... a good honk to grow twit-

are you in any of these classes?
ART DEPARTMENT
3000
3001
3002
3003
3004
3005
3006
3007
3008
3012
3013
3014
1015
30:6
3017
3011
3019
3024
3025
3026
1027
3028
3029
3030
1031
3032
3033
3014
3035
3035
3039
3040
1041
3042
3043
3044
1045
3046
1047
3041
3049
1050
3051
1052
3053
3055
3056
3057
10513
3059
3360
3061
3062
1063
3065
3066
3067
3068
3069
3070
3071
3072
/073
3074
3075
3071
3076
3077
3078
3080
3011
3002
3095
3003
3014
3085
3086
3087
3011
1090
3091
302

2A-Design-130i020-4AWF
Randal
2A-Design-830-1120-TTH
S French
2A-Design-930.1120-MWF
2A-Design-930.1120-MWF
SOO,
Staff
2A-Design-930.1210-0TH
lisilarin
2A-Design-1030.1220-MWF
Arnold
2A -Design-1230.320-MW
2A-Design-1230.220-MWF
S. French
lovera
2A-0.hp-130420-T1H
Sorby
21-Design-930.1220-TTH
Randal
21-Design-I30.420-TTH
S-Lettering-030’1020-1TH
Els.,
Iallarian
5-Lettering-1030-1220-T1H
Condon
8-Letter1ng-230.420-111-1
Sprott
5-LeHening-330-510-MW
Soratt
5-Lettering-70041401-MW
Stanley
23A -Recreational Craf.-830-1120-7TH
Staff
25A -Draw 6 Corny-930.1120-MWF
Johnson
25A -Draw I Cotno-130.1020--MWF
Collins
25A-Draan I Comp-830.1120-1TH
Sorby
2511-Draw I Comp-930.1120-1AWF
De.incenli
Comp-930.1220-1TH
25A-Drew
Johnson
15A-Draw & Comp-1030.1220-MWF
$taff
Cornp-1230.220-4IWF
25A-Draw
Oback
25A-Draw I Comp-130.430-MW
Derincenzi
25A-Draw I Comp-130420-7TH
Staff
25A-0raw & Comp-700.945.-MW
Oback
251-Draw & Comp-930.l220-1TH
Stitwiart
251-Draw I Comp-130420-11H
Sanders
45A-Ceramics-730.920-1TH
45A-Cerarnics-130.1020-MW
Lear!
Fritz
45A-Ceramics-1111.1120-11H
Leary
45A-Cerarnics-1030.1220-MW
Fritz
45A-Ceramics-i230’220--MW
Le4y
45A-Ceramics-130.320-TTH
Frit:
45A-Cerarnics-230.420-hAW
Fir
45A-Cerarnics-230-420-TTH
Lowe,
45A-Ceraenics-430.6201-TTH
F’ is
45A-Ceramics-700-8401-MW
Sanders
4511-Ceramics-930.1120-TTH
Frit%
451-Ceramics-7004401-MW
Moreland
46,6-Commercial Art-930.1120-14W(
P010,4,and
/AA-Commercial Art-1230.220-MWF
Elsner
46A-Cornmenci1 Art-130.420-TTH
Eisner
46A-Cornmercial Art-700 -945 -MW
Gates
SSA-Life Drawing-930- 120-MW
Johnson
SSA-Life Drawing-130.320-1TH
De.incroi
55A-Life Drawirt5-330.510-MW
De.intenti
55A-Life Drawing-700.t43 -MW
Da...intern;
558-Life Drawing-330-520-MW
Derincerqi
551-Life Drawing -7004406-14W
Tan.ey
9IA-Art History-130-120-MWF
De La Co.,
91A -Art History-130.220-MWF
De La Ceti,.
9111-Art History-930.1020-MWF
Anold
100-Af) Appreciation-1130.1220-1TH
Stew,’
100-Art Appreciation -1230-’10-14W
Arnold
100-Art Appreciation-130.220-TTH
100-Art Aopreeation-230-320-MW
Strwat
Douglas
101-int Deco 5urrey-110-920-1TH
Randal
1011nt Decor Survey-330-520-MW
DoissIls.
103A-Int Decortion-930.1210-7TH
Condon
105A-Comin Lettering7004140.-TTH
Condon
106-A irbush-410-6201-TTH
Moreland
107A -Ad Comm Art-730-910-MWF
Thomas
IOVA-Newspaper 111,,s-930 1720-ill
Staff
II 1 -Sculpture -1030.1120-11H
Leary
I 11-Sculpfure-130.320-MW
Stanley
11 I -Sculpture -130.310-TT H
Stank,
I I 1-5,,,pf,e-330.520--ITH
Stews,
114A-Pa’nEng-130.1220-1TH
Sprat.
114A-Painting -1230.320-MW
I Ida-Painting-130.420-1TH
Sprott
Sprati
1141-Painting-130.420-TTH
Maich
115A-Weaving -730.920-MW
Hatch
115A-wWeaving-930.1120-4AW
Hatch
!ISA-Weaving-130.320-1TH
Hatch
1151-Weaving-MIMI:I-VW
Hatch
I 151-Weav ing-930.11 20-14 W
Hatch
I 1 SII-Weav i nog -1 30-310-TTH
SOW
123-Survey of Crafts-730-920-1TH
Boor
123-Survey of Crfts-1030.1270-TTH
123-Surrey of Craft, -130.320-MW
BOW

3
I
I
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
:
1
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3091
3094
3097
1098

3309
3100
1101
3102
3104
3105
3106
3107
3101
3109
3110
3112
3115
3116
3117
3311198
3120
3121
3122
3123
3124
3,15
3126
3127
3128
3129
3132
3133
3134
3135
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3141
1142
3143
33:4445
3144
3147
3150
3151
3152
3153
3154
3155
3011556’
3158
3159
)160
131,662’
3153
316a
3165
3166
3167
3168
3169
3170
3171
3172
1173
3174
3175
1176
1171
1171
1100
till
3112

Staff
123-Survey of Crafts-130-310-7TH
Staff
123-Suoey of Crafts-330.510-7TH
back
117A -Water Color-930.1220-MW
Sorby
127A -Water Color-1210.320-MW
back
127A-Water Color-130.420-170
Foltz
129A -Des Ceramic Proc-130.420-TIN
Sanders
13’ A -Ceramic Glaxes-130.310-MWF
Sour
133A-Crafts-730-920-6AWF
Donoho
136-Public School Art-730.920-Da;IY
Hammond
136-Publi5 School Art-430.’020-041y
Art-130-1020-Daily
Sta"der(er
136-Albiic Scnool
Donoho
136-Pablic School Art-930.1120-13.A,
136-Kiblic School Art-1030.1220-Ni.
H^,nond
Li.e.a.m,:nn
136-Public School Art-I030.1220-Daily
116-Pubrc School Art-1230-120--Dieily
.1 French
136-Pubirc School Art-230.470-Daily
140-Design I Comp-1210-210--MW
S!
Arnold."le
140-Design 1, Corno-100.945-MW
ItndI
141-Advianced Des:gn-1230.320-MW
11442=Jj.ew..e,1::=930.1220-TTH
i 230.320-M W
HHcLaias:::;hh:
141-Jet.elry-100-945"-TTH
L.
143-Hist oi Archit-1100.915-7TH
01
Hatch
I46-Ad. JewlrY Design-1230.320-14W
Hatch
146-Ad. Jewelry Design-700.945.-TTH
151A-Pint making-730.920-1TH
S French
S FE. ie,n6c.h,
15,11-Print Mataing-330.520-MW
15t 8-Prin Malr.ng-1030.1220-TTH
IlaiGla.,34.:
153-Teatile Design-730420-TTH
155A -Life D -an ’o- :200 310-MW
1551-Life D. ao - -. - :77 I:7-MW
Steff
140-Spec Pot
^ - , . SGt:.1 (
160-Spec Prot,
4
A Staff
160-Spec P or - ,
.
Dougles
16IA-Ad. Int, De , - -3: 920-MWF
haws
170A -Comm Figure lin.s-i30-310-111-1
De Las Croi.
174-Corr of the Ats-1130.1220-MWF
175A -Ad, Pi - ::-930-1220-1TH
Johns,*
1751-Ado Pa
. -030.1220-1TH
Johnson
Faus
110-Spec Poc
a. -130.I 045-1TH
Tante,
181A -Hitt of t i - d-1030.1120-MWF
Sanders
-130-320-MW
181A -Ad. Co i Collins
193A -Ado Dao i- 1730.320 -MW
Collins
19311-Ad. Daw -%-Q30.320-1,AW
191-Pot
G.E.t,a.f f,
Collins
190*-13A0:4’20-TTH
19’A-Adv kluPture-110-420-TTH
1071-Ado Sculpture-130.420-TTH
Gate%
254-Sow Comp Analysis--430.62b--W
Gates
210-Soin in Cermics-430.6207-14
Sanders
SS tt at ff lf
217--Grad Probt Painting-Ao
Staff
217-Grad Props Pair* A,-0.
217-Grad Probs Poi,- - : ,,
219-G.ad Probs Sc., r. _ ^ - "
Staff
’ ’ o ..’
22199---:::dd :rroc’pb"
Staff
n
220-Gad Probl Cr , Staff
210-Grad Prot" Cea"
Stall
120-Grd Probs Gra^
Stall
-Ladd p1,:::: 0D6es,:,n--A.6,.
2222L
Stall
Stall
221 -Gold Prot" Design-A,.
Staff
MS-Spec Fobs in Art-Air
Staff
260-Spec Pobs in Art-A,
260_8p, Fob’- in Art-A,
sStafff
ss::::
291 -Grad Prob., Art hi:story-Art
791 -Gad P,ob Art History --As,
291 -Grad Pob Art Hoto.y-A,,
298-Soecia, Sfutne -Ars
291-Speciai Study -A,,
2/1-Soecial Study-A,
299-Thesis-Arr
MI-Thesis-A.,
219-Thesis-Arr
299-Thesis -At r
S n d SSeSSSSSI
249-Sew in Art SUPA’-430 6771.-1
Pendent..
314--Aot Ed Elam It lo -1030 l 220-TTH
61.:::::
331-Prin of Art Edo -l30 910f --Daily
335-Prim of Art Educ-830 170-Doily
lanyon
331-Prin 01 Art Educ-830.320-Dady

.P

selling art supplies is
not a sideline with us
it is our business

ALL AT
ROBERT’S BOOK CO.

(,1,1, Dr.
. Sept. 19 to acquaint him with the
complexity of the case. I pointed
out to him that there were matters that might still have to lie
explored In the event of the
student’s application for admission
to the spring semester.
,
6. I was apparently grossly misunderstood in any reference is:
-
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SAN JOSE PAINT
AND WALLPAPER CO.
Open Mcnday thru Saturday ... Thurs. Nites Till 9
I 12 So. 2nd St.
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Frosh Meeting
There ,Nfll be a filming 01
le ospectie treshman athletes
;711,ITIM in MO118 at 7 p.m.

WE STILL HAVE
PLENTY OF USED BOOKS
AT
ROBERT’S BOOK CO.
4th Street Opposite Library

Count on Clark
To Bolster 1960
X-Country Squad

10 pt.

’’’Irteo Cot

PO

By Gary Palmer

Bud
Winter’s cross-country team opens
the season Oct. 10 at Stanford,
rugged distance man Charlie Clark
will carry a large share of the load
over the tiring four mile course.
Other top prospects include returning letterman Ralph Dykes.
Bob Keller, Pat Sheridan. Dan
Landers, service returnee Myron
Zimmerman and Ronnie Davis, a
strong miler up from the (rush.
Carl Maloney is still another
"hopeful" for the thinclads along
with transfers Tom Lite and Horace Whitehead.
Whitehead toured the long distance course for East Los Angeles
junior college last year while Lite
came to the Spartansowith the reputation of state junior half -mile
champion.
Winter is aided by new assistant
track mentor. Verne Wolfe, whose
primary task is conditioning the
trash and varsity spikers for track
and field competition next spring.
SJS has several outstanding yearling prospects, among
them, Ben Tucker. last year’s top
high school miler in the state and
Elmer Rice, Wes Severe, Bill
O’hanolin and Roger Nikkei.

that sem,
IT WAS A JUBILANT Titchenal football team
the y.oti.
of
pieror
c
night
Friday
room
dressing
the
ried into
Burton,
gars. As the squad pushed into the locker room area, Mae
the ball
the speeds Spartan halfback, gave the first indication of
"One
club’s ihteuse spirit and desire to win when he bellowed,
down nine to go!"
Actually it’s only eight to go, Mac, but we got the point The
1960 San Jose grid squad left us* We slugged the tsapy in the
with the impression that if mental usual manner tor a col
, so
attitude plays the big role some the ’printer yvanild have some
psychologists seem to think LI does Idea what to do with It before
in athletics, Coach Bob Titchenal "filing" the masterpiece, and
has a potential nine game winner thus the Maar far the column.
on his hands.
Legibly we wrote across the top
We can hear him laughing as of the copy, "Set first seven slugs
he reads this, and well he might two col. 10 pt. This in no way
as !WI’ was a weak opponent, relates to sports, hut, nevertheless,
hut Burton’s "one downnine to it is a sports column. Isn’t it?
go!" try caught fire like dry
We hope so.
tinder In the Spartan I ocker
*
*
*
room and only after "Titch"
NOTES AND QUOTES: Titehordered quiet so he could say a enal after the game: "You did a
few words slid the squad settle real nice job, team. We made a
down.
lot of mistakes. Fumbles are misTHOUGH THE OREGON game takes, and we’ve got to work on
kickoff,
way
from
was still a long
them. Stop the mistakes and we’ll
someone else took up the cry, be a good team. Some of you are
"Beat Oregon!"
puffing too hard - -you’re not in
And you knowwith another 15 shape." Mae Burton: "We won this
minute rest Oregon might just game on Monday. Coach told us
have been "sitting Ducks." Im- we hadn’t spent 23 days working
agine. Two in a row and all in one out for nothing. Dirk Eder, guard:
night yet!
"I can truthfully say our backs
*
*
*
were running. Right up my back,"
BEFORE WE GO further with he added as he pointed to a raw
this garbled assortment of sports spot.
tidbits, perhaps an explanation is
BYIT Coach Tally Stevens: "I
forthcoming concerning the title don’t know what Oregon has. but
(?) of this column I?).
this is a real ball club. What surNo doubt you’re still shaking prised us? Your speed. We didn’t
your heads over this literary mas- think you were that fast."
terpiece that should, by rights, be
Speed is right, and if you still
titled ’Speaking of Sports," "From don’t believe it glance at the press
the Sidelines," or some other trite box next game and chances are
phrase relating to athletics,
you’ll see Spartan track coaches
"Nuts." said this corner, after Bud Winter and Verne Wolfe, stop
wracking its brain for a catchy watch in hand, praying that injury
and different name for a sports will pass those by, who also excel
column. There ain’t no such thing. on the cinder path.

Water Poloists Try
Alumni Here Friday
By I’VE!

Up front is FILTER -BLEND and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed ’for full flavor in filter smoking.

WINSTON TASTES GOOD hire a ci.arette shotde

Tor (ill For.s;

The complete 1960 slate facing
Lambert and crew looks like this

The Spartans’ 1960 opponents
are a tough crew. including California and the S. F. Olympic Club,
but Lambert feels his team has
the horses to turn in a fine season if all goes well.
Christensen, an all Northern
California forward last season, will
play guard under Lambert.
Scaife, another guard, is a possible all -leaguer, according to
Lambert.
The third Spartan guard, Jim
Monsees, is up from last year’s
frosh, and in Lambert’s book is potentially one of the best water
poloists in SJS history.

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory staff members
will be on campus to answer your questions
about a career in nuclear research.
They will interview outstanding:
electronic engineers
mechanical ,mgineers
ceramic engineers
chemical engineers

Call your placement office for
Tory IIA is the first of a sera% of test reactors
tieing developed under the Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory’s nuclear Ramjet program.
A reactor for ramjet propulsion must operate
at high power levels yet be of minimum size
and mass. Its design must consider the very high
pressure drop across its length, the stress loads
duo to flight maneuvering. and the extremely

high radiation flux level which itself leads to
severe heat transfer and radiation damage problems. Because the operating temperature exceeds
that at which most conventional structural materials fail, the core itself consists of bundled
tubes of sintered uranium and beryllium oxide
fabricated with central holes for continuous air
penmen.

an

appointment.

LAWRE NC E RADIATION
LABORATORY
of the University of California
Berkeley & Livermore, California
{San Francisco Area)

FROSII SCHEDI’LE
Oct. 6. S.F. State Jvs. here
Oct. 15 At Stanford
Oct. 21 At Fresno State
Oct. 28 Cal Poly here
Nov. 4 COP here
Nov. 11 At California

c,

Someone..
somewhere...
must think I’m 1;
wonderful"

(Don’t look now, Charlie)
Brown, but we all do

GO_
FIYA KIIE,
CHARUE \
BROWN
By Charles M. Schulz

Preston Brunst, a fine defensive
and team player, will hold down
one of the forward positions.
Lambert expects this quartet to
form the nucleus of the squad.
The only noticeable weakness in
ihe Spartan club thus far has been
.0 goalie, a difficult position to fill
adequately because of its defensif
importance.
The Spartans have been holding
daily workouts in the Men’s Pool
for nearly three weeks in prepare lion for Friday’s tussle.

OF MANY unusual projects at the
Lawrence Radiation Laboratorythe only
national laboratory active in virtually all
phases of the atomic energy program.
ON OCTOBER 13

chemists
physicists
metallurgists
mathematicians

\

A potentially outstanding San
Jose State Water polo team
squares off against its Alumni
Friday night in the 1960 season
opener.
The 7:30 contest in the Men’s
Gym
I will be the Spartan’s
first under the direction of new
coach Art Lambert.
Two returning stars from last
season’s -team, Lonnie Christen
sen and Roger Scaife, plus seven
players from last year’s stellar
frosh squad make the current SJS
water polo outlook good.

ONE

a I,st gridders,
San Jose
tabbed by pre -season obser%ers as
one of the best freshman football
contingents ever to enroll at SJS,
get their first test a week from tomorrow against S.F. State’s junior
varsity.
A bevy of high school all-stars
make up the core of the current
frosh eleven. which will face the
Stanford frosh Oct. 15 and tangle
with five other powerful opponets
on successive Fridays.
The Spartababe roster includes
four all -league ends, a quartet of
all-star linemen and four outstanding high school ’backs.

m.

Season Opener

Its what’s up front that counts

Frosh Prep
For Opener

Sept. 30 Alumni at San Jose
Oet, 7 COP at Sun Jose
Oct. 12 California at San Jose
Oct. 13 S. F. State at San Jose
Oct. 14 Stanford at Palo Alto
Oct. 20 Olympic Club at S. F.
Ott, 2$ (’OP at Stockton
Nov. 3 S. F. State at S. F.
Nov. 5 Stanford at Palo Alto
Nov. 9 Cal at Berkeley
Nov. 10 Olymple Club at San
410a4,

The brand now
collection of daily
PEANUTS strips.
Required reading
for all majors!

ONLY $

YO_’ co,eg,
boci,tore

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

a
Swinghne
stapler
no bigger
than a pack
s. of gum!

Nov. 18-19 State College Championships at S. F.
Nov. 21-23 Northern California
Water Polo championships at
Treasure Island .

’Mural Directors
Confer in MG201
Intramural athletic director
Danny Clines, frosh basketball
coach, has called for a meeting of
Intramural sports directors today
at 4 p.m. in MG201.
Fraternity
and
independent
teams which plan to field entries
in this semester’s organized intramural activities must have a representative present at the meeting.

Including 10bo AapleS
A do-ityourself hit in the palm oil
your hand! Unconditionally guar.
anteed, Tot makes book covers.’
fastens papers, does arts and
crafts work, rnench,, tacks. no end
Of uses!
Buy it at your college book store.)

FREE GAS
EVERY DAY
Guarantee:
I. Highest quality Major Gas
2. Lowest prices in San Jose
MAJOR BRAND OILS 38c qt.
CIGS 22c

Swinghne Cub

stapler31.29

20% STATIONS
4th 2. ././dhas,
Sib &
10th & Taylor

angUAr;n9Lie:

INC.

lOna isidU Lily, New 5to6,111.41

SyFeatndiucreaste.
tat.

BYU Drops 7th Straight

’

SJS Grid Contingents Post
17-2 Slate vs. Skyline Loop
.ars
ent
the
tele
lets
des
of

z

When San Jose State’s 1960 grid
contingent rolled over Brigham
Young, 21-8, in its season opener
Friday it surprised many observers, but it was merely a matter
of history repeating itself, as Spartan football teams have compiled
an amazing 17-2 slate against Skyline Conference rivals since 1940.
Friday’s statistical extravaganza, in which coach Bob Titchenal’s
troupe amassed 455 yards to only
86 for BYU clearly displayed
State’s dominance over its Skyline
foes.
Holding the Cougar air game
to a standstill. Hie spirited Spartans conquered the Utahans for
the seventh time in as many outings since 1946.
Starting with a 14-0 blank in
that first post-war grid season, the
Spartans downed BYU in 1947 (2819), 1948 (21-6),
1949 (40-21),
1952 (44-27), and 1953 (28-25).
Hapless Utah State has provided

t,he easiest prey in the Skyline for
hungry Spartan grid teams. The
Utes have dropped five hassles
without scoring a single point.
Absorbing a 19-0 loss to the locals in the opening 1940 series,
Utah State has gone down to defeat 30-0, 20-0 t twice), and 13-0-a 102-0 rout.
New Mexico is the only other
Skyline school linable to break
into the win col
against 5.15,
falling short by 26-14 in ’54 and
drawing a 14-0 blank in ’55.
Denver University was the first
Skyline squad to master the Spartan football jinx, snapping a 13 game SJS win skein with a 35-26
triumph in 1956.
Since that hassle, the locals have
avenged the loss with three wins
over DU.
Wyoming has been the only Skyline representative with a lifetime
edge over the Spartans. In their
only meeting the Cowpokes prevailed by 28-7 I ,t season.

McCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE AT
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

ANNOUNCES CAMPUS INTERVIEWS FOR
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
($5335 to $6345 Per Annum)
ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEES
($4345 to $5355 Per Annum)
McCLELLAN HAS A CONTINUING REQUIREMENT FOR A LARGE
NUMBER OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS IN
ADDITION, ADMINISTRATIVE TRAINEE POSITIONS ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FIELDS

Applications are being accepted from mole students who will
receive their Bachelors or Masters Degrees by June 1961
U.S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
U. S. Citizenship Required
A RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE AT THE
CAMPUS FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON 3 OCTOBER
Consult your Placement Office for further details and
to arrange for interview appointments

(Editor’s Note: This is the second in
istrias of sight articles on Ara San
Jos* State football varsity. Friday
Guards.)
By GARY PALMER
"Good tackles anchor the
line," said grid coach Bob Titchenal as he pondered a program
change for one of his charges in
his office yesterday.
"A good net of tackles," Titch
went on, "form the basis of the
defensive team. If the tackles are
big and strong you can usually
expect a reasonably good forward
wall," he added.
"What are the most important
factors concerning tackles? I’d
have to say pursuit," Titch continued. "They have to be able to
run down the ball carrier before
he gets into the defensive back-

JACK WOODWARD
. .. stellar tackle

’60 Hoop Hopefuls
Meet Tomorrow
Prospective members of the
1960-61 varsity and frosh basket.
all learns are requested to attend
meetings in MG201 tomorrow
ternoon.
Varsity hoop boss Stu Inman, in
as first year as head of the hard "(xis, has scheduled a varsity
meeting at 3:30 p.m., while Danny
Glines, who succeeds Inman as
yearling mentor, is holding a froth
confab at 4 p.m.

A fall track sign-up rally is slated for tonight in 1MG201 beginning
at 7:30. Coach Bud Winter emphasized the importance of the meeting for all prospective team managers, freshmen and varsity spikers.
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Line Hinges on Huge Tackles

Track Prospects
Meet Tonight

LOGISTICS SUPPORT
DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
BUDGET ADMINISTRATION
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
TECHNICAL SUPPLY SUPPORT

tN’edne,-,11v c’ont,,, her

State Stalwart

field. If they can handle this assignment it means the linebackers
still can go either way without
having to worry about coming up
to make the stop."
"Quickness is more important
than speed at the tackle spots.
They hate to he able to jam
stuff up on the inside and still
cover more territory than the
1g-harsh, so they have to he big,
but still quick in their reactions," continued the Spartan,
mentor.
San Jose is lacking experience
at the tackle spots with only senior Herschel Sanders boasting considerable know-how. Sanders, on
the right side of the line, is the
biggest man on the squad at 245
pounds.
I eI.i- good speed

arld agility, said Titchenal, "but
sometimes he forgets to stay low."
A shoulder separation hampered
him and gave junior John Sutro a
chance to win a first string berth.
Dave Chaid, another junior
has shown marked improvement
at ter a poor spring. Sophomore
Bill Murphy, at 200 pounds, is
the smallest of seven Spartan
tackles and rounds out the right
side of the line at the position.
On the left side, Titchenal has
Jack Woodward and Bill McGrath,
a pair of juniors. "Both will see
plenty of service this fall and
sophomore Larry Hunt gives us
added insurance, though he can
still stand some seasoning," said
the Spartan coach

"Otlens)%ely a ..,41 taciiie has.
to control. his blocks so they’re
timely and permanent," surveyed
the grid mentor. "In our offense
we use tackle eligible pass plays.
and McGrath, who has played the
end spot, comes in handy there."
"In short," said Titchenal, as
he summed the position tip. "tackles are the fulcrum of our
bread and butter plays. If they ,
continue to play as well as they
did against BYIP III he quite .
satisfied. And six of them should
be hack next year."
A smile began to curl on the
corners of the wiry mentor’s
mouth as the thought of six teter,
ans at an in. 3rtant position already began to solve next year’s
problem,

THIS IS A SUBLIMINAL ADVERTISEMENT
IT IS SUBTLEREFINED DEFINITELY SOFT SELL

BUY13 0 I( S
HERE

IF THIS DOESN’T MAKE A DENT ON
YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS REMEMBER . . .

FOR FAST SERVICE 9 CHECKOUTS TO SERVE YOU

FOR THE

BOOK YOU NEED

BUT CAN’T GET ELSEWHERE

ARE YOU AS READY FOR THE FALL TERM AS YOU
THINK YOU’RE READY FOR THE FALL TERM?
Check off the items: Raccoon coat. Stutz Bearcat. Bcanic.
Bank of America Checking Account...
Bank of America Checking Account?
Naturally! It’s the safest way in the world to pay bills
(the cancelled check is your receipt). It’s the perfect way
to keep track of funds. And, it’s economical!
Open yours today at B of A!

BANK OF AMERICA
NATIONAL TRUST AND SAVINGS ASSOCIATION
MLMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

2ND & SAN CARLOS BRANCH

280 SOUTH SECOND STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

FOR THE CONVENIENT SHOPPING HOURS
Open Til 9 First WeekSat. 9-3
. We Have What You Need
COME IN AND MAKE US PROVE IT

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

11-11PANTAN DAILY

INednenday September 2S, WO
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Moon Prober

Student Loans Available
Under Federal Act
About $117,000 in loans sill] are
available to students under this
National Defense Educat 1,in Act.
Don Ryan, assistant to the dean
of men. announeeil yesterday.
Since June 1, San Jose State
has loaned or promised approximately 350 students $135,000 in
loans. Students can receive ltmns
under NDE act up to $5000 tor
10 years.
Mr. Ryan said education, engineering. math, science and modern
language majors have first priority, but he emphasized all students
with 2.75 grade point average are
eligible.
Students who qualify for federal
help have 10 years to pay. Interest
is :3 per cent. First installment on
the loan is not payable tintil one
year after departure from college ,
FEDERAL AID
Federal money is granted to
state colleges and universities at
$20 per regular student per year.
In some cases, institutions receive
additional funds. SJS last year received about $200.000, an average
of $22 a student,

The college or university must
one -ninth of the federal
total. In California the state supplies the extra funds. This year
SJS received $229.860 from the
federal government, $25,540 from
California.
Ryan explained the NDE act is
one of three local programs aimed
at helping students.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
SERVICE

3000 Summer Jobs
in Europe

ADVENTURE
FREEDOM

ACCULTURATION

ASIS European SAFARI

ROMANCE

ARITE TO

AMERICAN STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
Minors". 56 a FeANKFuRT 6.1AiN C.,erna^y

NEXPENSIVE

LEVI CONTINENTAL PND PUP TOPS
in hopsack, bondyne cord or flarnel. Cut Slim and
with plain pleatless fronts.

narrow

They should be called "SPACE PANTS" because the way
they fit out of this world.

Flannel

Wash -ti -Wear
Hopsack and Bondyne
Cord

55.9S

56.95

Washn-Wear

SIZES 28 TO 38 WAIST

OTTO GALPIAITH MEN’S WEAR
42 E. SAN At.I.C.,fstO
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA

CY 48768

New SJS Student Drowns
Near Santa Cruz Beach

out
\,1 hat [organ :e
Mg at the beach near Santa
hay ended in trageil
Cruz .
for a newly enrolled San Jose
IN:v\s 1 egilliilliins or lit-ilesitian State College student.
’A alter Bert Armstrong. 20,
crosswalks on Seventh st. have
gone into effect this semester, according to Edward S. Thompson.
business manager at San Jose
State College.
A conference with Arthur 13.
Philpott, San Jose traffic analyst,
resulted in the following decisions
affecting San Fernando and San
Carlos sts.:
Got an urgent yearning to get
1
Closing the crosswalk leading
to the Engineering building be- off the ground, spread your wings
cause of construction work in, and take a quick jaunt to parts
progress on the OdditIon to the unknown? Those who answer yes
are invited to put their X on the
I building.
.
The traffic signals on the cross- docket at Flying 20’s first general
walks leading to the Spartan cafe- meeting tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
teria and the one leading to the E118. At this time, new officers
, Music building have been taken will be named to the SJS flying
ered by solar cons in paddle’off the yellow blinker system and club.
wheels and is jammed with inCost of instruction can be cut
put on a regular stop and go sysstruments for the collection of tem during school hours.
by joining the club plus many
scientific data. The dark and
other benefits. But those interlight patches are part of the
ested must hurry: sign-ups. acsystem.
heat control
cording to Dave Bosworth, are
limited to only 20 new members
who must be full-time students.
Flying 20 has arranged to add
a new aircraft to Its miniature
- - -

match

EMERGENCY LOANS
Students may burrow from $5
to $350 for three months t payable
within 90 days) for emergency’
reasons. Interest is 1 per cent
Money for this local fund comes
from donations. About $40,000 is
in the fund.
Information about scholarships
in be olaained in Adm269. A
complete list will be available
Oct. 1.
Approximately $26,000 is in the
scholarship fund. Students with
2.75 grade point averages may
receive grants up to $750 per
year. A list of national scholarships in a myriad of major field.
is available as well.

New Rules
To Affect
Crosswalks

Flying 20 Offers
Students Chance
To Learn To Fly

.

. le
COUNT -DOWN CHECKUP ,s
given the United States’ newest
space experimental station, to
be launched by a three -stage
Atlas -Able booster in an attempt to orbit the moon. The
39 inch aluminum sphere is pow.

Women Students
Scheduled To Take
Swimming Tests

ROTC Drill Team Wins Championship
For State Senior Drill Team Contest
San Jose State’s crack Army
ROTC drill team initiated the
school year Sunday by winning
the California state senior drill
team championship at Santa Clara.
The Spartan team thereby won
the right to represent California
in national competition ’to be held
in the spring at St. Paul, Minn.

athletic field for the benefit of
the ROTC corps. All interested
faculty and students are invited
to attend.
Freshman applications for the
ROTC program are still being accepted, according to Col E. T. Rios,
department head. A new section
will be opened if a sufficient number submits applications.
- -

The newly crowned champions
will make their next appearance
on Oct. 2 in the Santa Clara CoMbUS day parade. Two days
.ter the team will exhibit its
:Cie ribbon form on the women’s

Newman Club
Open House
Set for Tonight

of 77 S. 12th NI., Was swept
v ,r.
tit sea and drowned an
Leta. 21. watched helide,ds.
Mrs. Armstrong told police
her husband had elinihed down
the rocks to a water-le%el ledge
below West Cliff &is.- about a
uniei
l pal
mile north of the
,hArf. Suddenly a huge v..m.
Armstrong dots it onto the
rock, and another wave
lowed. toseeping Ititti out It, sea,
she said.
Armstrong, who r e re te t
moved frum Bakersfield to S.I11
Jose. was last seen about 209
,yartle off shore struggling to re.
move kin elothing lo free Ili.
arms and legs,jdficers report,I.
Armstrong’s body has not
been recosered, according tit
latest reports.
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A
Luau" Reg Party will be
RMS, MALE STUDENTS.
held Friday night by the John Furn.
PRIV. 810-515. Cal CV 3-3088
Knox Fellowship (college groupt
.it the home of Mr. and Mrs. William Thompson, 1772 McDaniel
ave.
Festivities, including swimming
in a heated pool, will begip at 7
p.m. The public is invited at a
cost of $1.50 each.
Bill Robertson, president of the
Cascade Motors, will speak on
"Campus Conquest." pin-pointing
the academic side of college life.
Reservations can be made by
calling Anita Wegman at Cllerry
3-2067. She reminds students the
deadline for making reservations
is tomorrow at 9 p.m.
The John Knox Fellowship is
affiliated with the Westminster
Presbyterian Church. The Alameda
and Shasta st.

TO PICK UP YOUR USED BOOKS

den
Is

7-9951

Girls,

Transportation Available

S. 5th.

STILL TIME

It

so
Pt
reel

Newman club will hold Open
House tonight at 8 p.m. at 79 S.
Fifth st., half a block from campus. There will be dancing and
’rhe Occupational Therapy club refreshments will be provided.
iII have its first business meetDisplays of Newman club activiand a potluck dinner tonight at ties will be on view. It will be posp.m. in H13.303. All interested sible to sign up for planned acT. majors have been invited to tivities or special interest groups,
Phone FS
’,end and to register on a sign - or pay membership dues, which are
More than 1400 students are reg- Fern. Studio opts accp. 4 male students
Special Services
sheet outside the O.T. office. $7.50 for the year.
iistered this year, an increase of $25 ea. 1 blk to campus 171 E San
F 300 over last year, Dr. Goddard Salvador.
:I:120. Everyone has been re- I
Part time
Joan Harshaw, public relations, said.
,re and ma, 2 men to sh Igo. 3 bthm furn op.. ideal trance Car 3d
ipiested to bring one potluck dish,
n.. barr,,ti C.411 Ma.,
eqen.en.. Aai.
for stu $30 CV 7-3289
vice president, is in charge. with
a plate and silverware.
CV
5-1155.
8..rns
After the dinner a business Phil Fleming. social vice presider,*
Furs apt (4) boys $25 per mu. U.i
incl. 112 S. 1256 AX 6-4975.
Per Saki
meeting will be held to discuss’ In charge of refreshments
the program for the coming year. entertainmem
Webcor tape recorder male offer .
ROOMS for Rent

Luau Reg Party
Set For Friday

vc

fleet- a spanking Cessna 140 Ii
now claims an Aeronca Champion
and another Cessna 140. The Cessnas. two-place planes, serve MAIN’
an the club agenda’s cross -en.
try weekend trips. Members hope
also to acquire a four-place (’o,.
na 170 by next spring.
Address all flying questions la
Dave Bosworth. ( 1-17.10 Elms:

Exemption swimming tests are
scheduled to be given .to women
Men, dbl., single- ..;...
Classified Rates:
college, 62 N 756. CV 5-7355.
students today, tomorrow
inserFon
first
25c a line
Wanted
and Monday, from 4:50 to 5:45 p.m.
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
The test will involve a ten minPiano accompanist ballet classes. Gute swim in deep water and a show To Place an Ad:
-non sight reader efts and ea,
.
5an Jose Ballet School.
Call et Student Affairs Office
of four basic strokes in acceptable
Room 16, Tower Hell
form.
rmrnate 7 bdrm up, I.
girls
3
No Phone Orders
!12.50 ea. Call in person
All women students must take
this exemption test or regular
Tramportation Woofed
2 men over 2t to share house $22
swimming course, according to Dr.
1
pafUng
des
- ,
Both way,.lIttler
daily.
Would
lilt,
ride
ry
after 3 Om.
Helen Clark, assistant professor
Velky Fair student needs ride for 7:30
of physical education.
MWF & 630 TTh CH 3-8320.
Room and Board
Suits and towels will be pro- Girl wishes rid with girlls) to Palo Alto Rm & bd
,had r 1
a. 12 S itn lower a.
vided but women must furnish Mon -Thor’,. after 5 Call DA 4-1651.
5 nites a wk
4
pm Mrs. McFarland.
before
their own bathing caps.
Apartment for lent
Share Rentals
One girl to share apt with three Olds
New. turn. 421 E. San Antonio, ant. 8.
wit,.
College boys to stere
Department Change
CV 3-5931 415 S 12th,
rndrn.
The NItslecn Language depart- 99 S 12th large &tractive 3 to 4
utilities paid.
Miscall
ment has changed its name offiCLOSE TO COLLEGE
cially to the Foreign Language dePark your Wailer free ,r &change 1-,
partment because of the addition lq clean 4 on apt w/bath suitable for services children pl. CV 7-2532.
or 4 girls incl. mgr. 445 S 8th St.
of a minor in Latin, accdrding to 3
Miscall
s for Rent
Dr. Wesley Goddard, head of the 1 bedroom apartment. 3 large rooms
- Rate.
Television Rentals
garbage and water paid.
department.

0.1. Club To Hold
Potluck Dinner’

I.
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English Department
Plans Coffee Hour
,,,ff,rmal coffee hour," open
I, new English majors and those
interested in English as a major,
is scheduled for 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Today in Spartan cafeteria rooms
A and B, according to Dr. Ruth
Lavare, assistant professor of
English.
Purpose of the coffee hour, Dr.
Lavare said, is to enable students
to meet members of the English
faculty and "informally discuss
heir interestt and problems."

AT

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 E. SAN FERNANDO

Runaway Raft!
(

WE’LL NEVER MAKE
IT. DAN! LOOK! .e
RAPIDS AH,_,,EADI

When their raft’, mooring line
parts. two "muskie" fishermen
desperately fight the c.lrrent to
reach the shore of the river .

SHE’S
WOW!
SNuBBED
WHAT A
IEEE
POuNDTHE
CAST! -.MATS THE MAIN
THING’

THE CURRENTS
YOU
HELPING US
SURE
SWING INTHINK FOR
IF THAT
YOuRSELF,
25 -POUND
TEST LINE
HOLDS CEO..

JUST CLEAR.
THE RAPIDS’

-25-lb. test" means the line
itself will stand 25 pounds of
I.eto
insraine

pull, but with the aid of the
"spring" in the pole, d will
hold much more.

LATER

THE RIGHT TASTE BECAUSE

VICEROY

SAY...WH;’ DO YOU
THINK
VICEROY’S

BEST?’

-

.

BECAUSE

vicsotortaorIr
...AT Pont INDS!
607 *1: FILTER,
GOT/HE BLEND!

icerols got it
at both ends
GOT
THE
FILTER..

GOT
THE
BLEND!

.

scar’, a wiwismson roes co Co.,
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It was sad...
when that great ship went down and the
last thing to leave the sinking ship was

I’ll

a bottle of Coca-Cola.

That’s because all
hands stuck to Coke to the end. Now there’s
popularity! That’s the kind of loyalty

fin
RI,
1iii
tnt

the sparkling lift, the good taste of
CcAa
engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!

en
.01
Silt

BE
Bottled

REALLY REFR5S1111:1

under authority of The Coco -Cola Company by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF SAN JOSE
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